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For our November meeting, one of the
NLFF’s newest members, David Whatley
has volunteer to give a presentation. In
talking with him, it has been learned that
he has had numerous and interesting fly
fishing experiences throughout the United
States.

Also this month, it is time for board elections. The nominees are in and are as follows:
President - Chris Pierce
Treasurer - Tom Bullock
Board Member - Steve Oliver
Board Member - Scott Irwin
Board Member - Bud Bethea
Board Member - Brett Rowell
Board Member - Joe Linder
Board Member - David Gilbert

Come hear David speak on salt water
fishing in southern Georgia and fishing
the Taneycomo near Branson, MO in its
early years. He has also fished a smorgasbord of destinations in Arkansas and
Colorado.
A confirmation vote will be held at the
November 14th meeting. These nominees
David will also tie some flies during our will be considered approved with a masocial hour at 6:00 pm. As this will be his jority affirmative vote by the members
first public tying session, come out and present at that meeting. We still have
give him your support. Even though it is one board member position available if
his first time with an audience, I’ll bet he someone would like to throw their hat in
could teach me a thing or two!
the ring.
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"Only an extraordinary person
would purposely risk being outsmarted by a creature often less
than twelve inches long, over and
over again.” ~ Janna Bialek
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Red River NWR Wildlife Celebration
For those who volunteered to help at this year’s Red
River NWR’s Wildlife Celebration, you got to see
things like this young lady tying her first fly! I had to
snap a picture. She was very studious and very intent
on creating her own fly. Ladies and gentlemen, this is
the future of our sport. Today’s youngsters are tomorrow’s fly tiers and fly fishers. Every volunteer received
great satisfaction helping and watching these youngsters tie flies. You also have my admiration for volunteering your time to come out for a few hours on a
Saturday. It is a very small price for such a large investment in our sport’s future. Hope to see you as a
volunteer at next year’s Red River NWR
Wildlife Celebration.
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Designing Flies that Move, Part 1 - Pure Attraction
Flies that do the shimmy are all
the rage right now. A lot of this is
due to all the new materials and
hardware now available for fly
tyers. Ranges of articulated shank
systems and heaps of new synthetic
materials that easily shed water
are changing the way we tie flies.

Shanks and Multiple Hooks
Articulation used to be a term for
wire and beads joining two hooks
in order to do the S-curve movement in the water. Modern innovations in fly tying materials give you
the ability to step beyond purely
mimicking the appearance of a
prey item – you can mimic its
movements as well. Examples of
these advancements include the
Articulated Fish-Spine shanks, which
taper and mimic a fleeing baitfish
in the water, and the Shrimp &
Cray Tail, which acts like a bill on a
crankbait, adds weight, and makes
the fly dig and dart with each strip
of the line.

reliable relics of the past are still
viewed as vintage classics, but
can’t really compete with the newer
technology of today. I think flies
can be viewed the same way –
improving their function and durability makes them more efficient
and work better in practical application.

Weighting flies can be tricky. As
a rule of thumb, I weight the front
portion of a pattern and leave the
back portion free of weight. With
articulated flies this is especially
important because the thrust of the
weighted front hook decides the
severity of the movement of the
back hook.

As far as I’m concerned, you
don’t necessarily need a hundred
synthetic materials and three hooks
on a pattern to make it work better. However, using some materials
the fish haven’t seen before and
making them move differently will
certainly trigger strikes.

When tying articulated flies you
also need to think about the
“brakes.” Marabou is the most common braking material since it is
cheap and easy to find. Putting
brakes on articulated patterns is
most easily described as this: tying
a material that causes a pause at
the end of the “S” curve.

While doing research for this article, I found that a lot of people
think there is too much movement in
modern fly patterns. The traditional
patterns everyone grew up fishing
still work well, but compare it to
looking at televisions back from the
early 1950’s versus today’s high- Weights & Brakes
definition models. These clunky, un-

(Continued on page 4)
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Designing Flies that Move, Part 1 - Pure Attraction, Cont.
When a strip of line is made, the
weight on the front hook makes the
fly surge forward and wiggle in
the water column. If you use marabou as a tail on both hooks, the
braking action is when the marabou, or whatever material you
chose to use, pulses and comes to a
rest. I like using marabou for
brakes, but you can also use materials like hen feathers tied as fins
on the sides of the fly. If you do tie
hen feather fins, take care to tie
them evenly on both sides so your
fly doesn’t drift one way or the
other.

Attractor Patterns

There are a lot of times when a
great utility streamer will go a long
way. I use these pure attractor patterns to locate fish and try and set
up a pattern for the day. I usually
carry a couple different attractor
flies in my box with one or two
types of movement.

Tail: Small worm rattle (4mm) enclosed in gold mylar tubing and
tied shut with thread and attached
to hook, Flourescent Orange
barred zonker strip, orange holographic flashabou.
Body: Orange marabou, palmered.
Collar: Orange craft fur in a dubbing loop.

Bar Fight Fly
Back Hook.
Hook: Gamakatsu B10S size 22/0.
Thread: 6/0 Uni thread
(Flourescent orange).

Legs: Flourescent Orange with
black flake round rubber legs.
Front Hook.
Hook: Gamakatsu B10S size 22/0.
Thread: 6/0 Unithread (Flourescent

(Continued on page 5)
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Designing Flies that Move, Part 1 - Pure Attraction, Cont.
orange).

like normal conehead flies.

Tail: Small worm rattle (4mm) enclosed in gold mylar tubing and
tied shut with thread and attached
to hook, Flourescent Orange
barred zonker strip, orange holographic flashabou.

The Bar Fight works especially
well in higher spring waters or in
dirty water where the push and
movement can help fish find the fly.
I came up with the idea for the Bar
Fight one spring when the water
was up a little bit and had some
color. There were some bigger fish,
but they seemed to not be able to
see my normal patterns, including
an articulated conehead fly that
usually produced when the water is
up and stained.

Body: Orange marabou, palmered
followed by Flourescent Red marabou, palmered.
Collar: Orange craft fur in a dubbing loop followed by red craft fur
followed by a mix of red craft fur
and red ice dub.

Later that day back at the fly tying
vise, I accidentally slid a conehead
Legs: Flourescent Orange with
on backwards and it sparked my
black flake round rubber legs.
interest to see what it would actuWeight: 0.25" lead wire, backally do in the water. It turns out, the
ward large conehead in the front.
fly doesn’t really have any different action, but the water flowing in
Eyes: Fish-Skull Living Eyes, 15 mm,
and out of the cone keeps the fly
Fire.
riding nicely in the current. It also
The Bar Fight fly is a well- pushes more water when you strip
rounded streamer. It's effective in it, increasing the odds of tempting
multiple sizes and the articulation the bigger fish.
and flowing materials will almost
The first color scheme I tied the
always trigger a few strikes.
Bar Fight in was fire tiger, but all
The conehead on this fly is inverted white and what I call the "fireball"
and it may surprise you what hap- color scheme work well too. I
pens as a result – the resistance of ended up adding a hidden rattle in
the water against the cupping ac- the tail so every time the tail does
tion of the inverted conehead actu- a little shimmy the rattle starts callally keeps the fly up in current in- ing fish. I usually don’t think rattles
stead of dropping to the bottom make a huge difference, but in

dirty water anything that helps the
fish find your fly is a good idea.
So far the Bar Fight has caught
various species of trout, smallmouth
and largemouth bass, northern
pike, white bass, burbot, salmon,
and even a carp.

Insidious Fly
Back Hook.
Hook: Mustad R75S-9674 size 4-2.
Thread: 6/0 Unithread (black).
Tail: Black marabou flanked with
red holographic flashabou and a
small pinch of Senyo Shaggy dubbing on each side (tan), dark
brown magnum rabbit strip.
Body: UV ice dub (red) in a dubbing loop and brushed out.
Collar: Senyo Shaggy dub (tan)
and brown wool on top and rust
colored Senyo laser yarn on the
bottom.
Legs: Black silicon rubber legs with
red flecks.
Front Hook.
Tail: Black marabou flanked with
red holographic flashabou and a
(Continued on page 6)
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Designing Flies that Move, Part 1 - Pure Attraction, Cont.
lot of the time I don’t
really have anything in
mind to imitate. You
could say a lot of my
streamers are just attractor patterns. I like
the idea that if you
develop an overall
effective pattern and
give it different color
schemes, it can then
become different creatures.
small pinch of Senyo Shaggy dubbing on each side (tan), dark
brown magnum rabbit strip.
Body: UV ice dub (red) in a dubbing loop and brushed out.
Collar: Senyo Shaggy dub (tan)
and brown wool under black Senyo
laser yarn on top and rust colored
Senyo laser yarn on the bottom.
Legs: Black silicon rubber legs with
red flecks.
Head: Fish-Skull Baitfish Head
(dark gray)
Eyes: Fish-Skull Living Eyes (Fire
color), sized to match Baitfish
Head.
Connecting Wire/Beads:
Beadalon .46 mm (black), small red
Czech beads.
When you talk about movement

in fly patterns, this pattern has it
The Insidious fly is very much like
going on. The Insidious fly is a fly
that, tie this fly in all white it can be
built for maximum attention graba baitfish imitation. If you tie it in
bing.
browns, oranges, or tans, it could
Early spring and summer can be easily be a fleeing crayfish. When
a disastrous time to be on the wa- I start thinking about tying, I think
ter due to the weather. I have been design first, movement second, and
out more than a couple times when color third.
a cold heavy rain has pounded the
banks of my favorite fishing spot.
Since you're already there ready Sled Dog Fly
to fish, use a fly like the Insidious to
grab the attention of the fish when Back Hook.
poor conditions inhibit normal patHook: Gamakatsu B10S 2-1/0.
terns. There are times when a fly
with all the bells and whistles will Thread: 6/0 Uni thread (white).
come through for you.
Tail: 4-6 Chinese saddles (white)
I originally tied it for smallmouth with several strands of silver holobass, but it could be applicable to graphic flashabou cascading over
a lot of different areas and spe- entire tail.
cies.
Body: UV Polar Chenille (silver) unWhen I come up with patterns, a
(Continued on page 7)
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Designing Flies that Move, Part 1 - Pure Attraction, Cont.
der white bucktail on bottom and
chartreuse bucktail on top.

on top and white arctic fox on the
bottom.

Collar: White mallard flank under
clumps of chartreuse arctic fox hair
on top and white arctic fox on the
bottom.

Flash: Silver holographic flashabou.

Front Hook.
Hook: 60 or 90-degree bend hook

with wide gap space, size to match
back hook.
Thread: 6/0 Uni thread (white).
Body: UV Polar Chenille (silver) under white bucktail on bottom and
chartreuse bucktail on top.
Collar: White mallard flank under
clumps of chartreuse arctic fox hair

Head: Fish-Skull Baitfish Head,
color to match hooks and materials.
Eyes: Fish-Skull Living Eyes.
Adhesive: Krazy glue.

Connecting Wire/beads:
Beadalon .46mm (black), red
Czech beads (small-medium).

tions and as summer months' work
horses, and the Sled Dog fly fits
right in that category.
The Sled Dog fly has a Fish-Skull
Baitfish Head so you can control
how high or low the fly rides just by
adjusting the size of the hooks and
Baitfish Head. I really like tying on
jig hooks because they impart the

nice jigging action and keep the
hook point up away from the snags
on the bottom of the river.

When I sat down to tie the Sled
The Sled Dog fly has a jig-type
Dog fly, I wanted a fly that would
action and is highly responsive
be easy to cast but had a good
when the fly is even just twitched.
profile and would have the potenI like to always carry a couple of tial to draw strikes from bigger
(Continued on page 8)
all-condition flies for normal condi-
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Designing Flies that Move, Part 1 - Pure Attraction, Cont.
fish. I recently started using more
arctic fox in my flies and I just love
the material. It moves and breathes
well and has a fuller look than
some other furs.
This is a great streamer to use in
the earlier parts of the season and
you can easily tie a variant of this
fly by substituting the long saddles
on the back for a rabbit strip. The
pike tend to pick up the rabbit strip
a little more because of the difference in movement but both tails

Hook: Gamakatsu B10S size 22/0.
Thread: 6/0 Uni thread (dark
brown).
Tail: Two black curly tails and collar of red holographic flashabou
tied on a piece of 30 lb. Mason
hard mono with a ball burnt on the
end with a lighter and secured to
hook with thread, over is a brown
marabou covering and a barred
rust colored zonker strip.

loop and brushed out.
Collar: Rust, brown, and black
Senyo laser yarn blended together
and brushed well.
Legs: Craw color silicon rubber leg
strips.
Head: Fish-Skull Fish-Mask, size to
match hook.
Eyes: Fish-Skull Living Eyes, size to
match Fish-Mask.
Weight: .25 lead wire.
Connecting Wire/beads:
Beadalon .46mm (black), small red
Czech beads.

You can also tie this fly in smaller
sizes for all trout species, and the Collar: Coyote fur clump tied bullet
Baitfish Head and jig hook will style.
keep this fly moving and bouncing
Front Hook.
off timber and rocks.

The Damage Plan fly has become
one of my favorite flies to tie and
fish. There are always three versions of this fly in my box: a floating slider head version, a shallow
to medium-depth suspending version with a Fish-Mask, and a deep
version with a Baitfish Head or
Sculpin Helmet. This allows me to
be able to find the fish with my fly
at any depth. You never know
when a school of baitfish could
blow up and start running to the
surface to avoid being lunch.

Damage Plan Fly

Tail: Brown marabou with red holographic flashabou and a barred
rust colored zonker strip.

I discovered this lesson the hard
way when I forgot to throw some
popper flies in my fly box on one

Back Hook.

Body: UV red ice dub in a dubbing

(Continued on page 9)

work very well.

Body: UV ice dub (red) in a dubbing loop and brushed out.
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Designing Flies that Move, Part 1 - Pure Attraction, Cont.
evening trip. A school of shad had
pushed unusually far up river and
the smallmouth were having a field
day shooting through the schools
and picking them off. The fish were
breaking surface all over a deep
pocket next to a sand flat. I
needed a fly that floated, had a
baitfish wiggle, and would make
some kind of surface disturbance. I
had no top-water flies to throw at
the fish and the takes would have
been breathtaking.
That night I tied a top-water version of the Damage Plan fly and
luckily the next day the same topwater action was occurring. I tied
on the floating Damage Plan fly

and on the first cast a nice football
I started wondering how I could
-shaped bronzeback absolutely incorporate that element into a
inhaled the fly.
streamer to trigger bigger fish. I
put a piece of heavy mono in my
From that point on, I've made
vise and tied on a twister tail and
sure I can cover the entire water
hid the mono stem with marabou
column with at least a couple difand a rabbit strip. The Damage
ferent actions and movements to
Plan fly was born and put up some
tempt fish.
nice fish on its first outing.
In my ongoing obsession with
making flies have good movement
in the water, I started to think
about how a lot of conventional
fishermen will use jigs with twister
tails in rivers for smallmouth, largemouth, and walleye. Pike will even
go after bigger twister tails on a
jig or tipped from the end of a
spoon lure.

You can actually swing the Damage Plan too and a lot of hits come
when the fly is just sitting in the current with the tail wiggling.
(Editor’s Note: Keep an eye out for
“Designing Flies That Move - Part
2”, coming in the December issue of
The Fly Line!)

About John Satkowski:
John Satkowski resides in Toledo, Ohio, where he fishes
for all fish that swim in the rivers and lakes of southeastern Michigan and northwest Ohio. An artist, fly tying demonstrator, and fly tying instructor, John shares
his love of fly tying and fishing as often as he can. For
the last fifteen years, he has focused on unlocking the
secrets of smallmouth bass, carp, trout, and northern
pike on the fly, chasing after them in the rivers and
lakes of the Wolverine state and the glory waters of
Montana. John is also an accomplished realistic tyer
and always tries to add a little realistic flair to his patterns. John’s patterns often use creative fly materials and unconventional tying styles. Check out his bio and
commercial fly patterns at Rainy's Flies. You can get a hold of John by visiting the River Raisin Fly Company page on Facebook or through email at RiverRaisinFlyCompany13@gmail.com.
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NLFF Calendar
Nov 14th: NLFF Monthly Meeting. Red River Wildlife Refuge,
150 Eagle Bend Point, Bossier City, LA. Social gathering at
6:00pm, meeting starts at 6:45pm and presentation will begin at
7:00pm.
Nov 16th: Fly Tying Workshop. White River Fly Shop in Bass Pro Shop in Bossier City, LA., 6:00-7:30pm. Bud
Bethea will be tying a Hare’s Ear fly.
Nov 23rd: HAPPY THANKSGIVING!
Nov 28th: NLFF Executive Board meeting will NOT be held due to proximity to the holiday.
Dec 12th: NLFF Monthly Meeting. Red River Wildlife Refuge, 150 Eagle Bend Point, Bossier City, LA. Social
gathering at 6:00pm, meeting starts at 6:45pm and presentation will begin at 7:00pm.
Dec 21th: Fly Tying Workshop. White River Fly Shop in Bass Pro Shop in Bossier City, LA., 6:00-7:30pm.
Dec 25th: MERRY CHRISTMAS!
Dec 26th: NLFF Executive Board meeting will NOT be held due to proximity to the holiday.
Jan 1st: HAPPY NEW YEAR!
Jan 9th: NLFF Monthly Meeting. Red River Wildlife Refuge, 150 Eagle Bend Point, Bossier City, LA. Social
gathering at 6:00pm, meeting starts at 6:45pm and presentation will begin at 7:00pm.
Jan 18th: Fly Tying Workshop. White River Fly Shop in Bass Pro Shop in Bossier City, LA., 6:00-7:30pm.
Jan 23rd: NLFF Executive Board meeting. 6:00pm at Bass Pro Shop in Bossier City, LA upstairs in the conference room directly across from the elevator.
Jan 26th - 27th: “NLFF’s Frozen Chozen”. The North Louisiana Fly Fishers will host this event on the Little Missouri River in Murfreesboro, AR. A cookout will be held at Riverside park at 12:00 noon Saturday. Burgers and
dogs provided. Bring your own drinks and a side dish or dessert. Camping and lodging are available near
Murfreesboro or just come up for the day.

Artwork by Dave Whitlock
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Upcoming Events
Nov 17th - 18th: “KFF March Fishing Trip”. Kisatchie Fly Fishers marsh fishing trip. For more details, go to
www.kisatchiefly.org.
Nov 18th: “LKFC Turkey Trout Throwdown”. Lafayette Kayak Fishing Club will host this tournament at the
State Park in Cypremort Point, LA. Entry fee is $25, optional $5 calcutta for largest sand trout. Species: 5 speck
stringer on artificial tackle only. SHOTGUN LAUNCH: Mandatory check-in/sign-in/launch at State Park between 5:30-5:45am at the sailboat launch/Shark Bayou (end of Beach Rd next to camps). All participants must
put-in from the designated launch, wait in kayak in the immediate area. The blast-off is scheduled for 6:00 AM
so be ready before then. For complete details, including registration, go to www.lafayettekayakfishing.com
Nov 23rd: HAPPY THANKSGIVING!
Dec 25th: MERRY CHRISTMAS!
Jan 1st: HAPPY NEW YEAR!
Jan 20th: “Cenla Fly Fishing Fest”. Kisatchie Fly Fishers will host this event at the Civic Center at Kees Park in
Pineville, La from 9am - 4pm. Admission is free. Fly tying demonstrations, programs, and more. Lunch and refreshments available. For more info, go to www.kisatchiefly.org.
Jan 26th - 27th: “NLFF’s Frozen Chozen”. The North Louisiana Fly Fishers will host this event on the Little Missouri River in Murfreesboro, AR. A cookout will be held at Riverside park at 12:00 noon Saturday. Burgers and
dogs provided. Bring your own drinks and a side dish or dessert. Camping and lodging are available near
Murfreesboro or just come up for the day.

Artwork by Dave Whitlock

N o r t h L o u i s i a n a Fl y F i s h e r s
First FFI (formerly IFFF) Affiliated Club in Louisiana
P.O. Box 29531
Shreveport, LA 71149
email: nlffclub@gmail.com

We’re on the Web!
www.northlaflyfishers.org

Founded in 1984
Serving the Ark-La-Tex for over 30 years

It is the charge of the North Louisiana Fly Fishers to afford the general public and our members in particular, a better understanding of Fly Fishing, Fly Tying, and Rod Building. We wish to perpetuate the sport as a most pleasurable and exciting fishing method and provide education, instruction and the opportunities for relaxation to the membership.
The North Louisiana Fly Fishers (NLFF) Club serves the Ark-La-Tex area surrounding Shreveport. As the closest cold water fishery, we consider
the Little Missouri (Little’ Mo) River near Murfreesboro, AR our home waters . We also fish the local rivers and lakes. We even have a growing
group of kayak fishermen that, as well as the local rivers and lakes, will fish the gulf coast marshes for some saltwater action!
We meet the second Tuesday of every month at the Red River Wildlife Refugee (150 Eagle Bend Point, Bossier City, LA). Meeting starts at 7pm but
come about 6pm to visit, tie flies and practice casting when the weather permits. See you there!

